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SUMMARY

A brief introduction is given to the GABHYD model of the Great
Artesian Basin. Detailed instructions are provided on how to
run the model and how to analyse and present the results using
interactive console programs on the CSIRONET system run by the
Division of Computing Research of CSIRO and based on their CDC
CYBER76 computer in Canberra. These interactive programs are
suitable for most applications of the GABHYD model. Some special-
ized applications might require a more detailed knowledge of tilt)
model and the computer system on which it is run. For these cases
the user is referred to the model description. Listings of the
interactive programs and naming conventions for data files are
provided in the Appendix.



1. BRIEF DESCRIPI'ION OF THE MODEL AND ITS CALIBRATION 

The GABHYD model was designed as a regional groundwater management 

tool. Its purpose is to provide a basinwide assessment of the artesian 

groundwater resources of the Great Artesian Basin and of their response to 

various alternative management programs. The requirements to consider the 

entire basin simultaneously and to keep the model within reasonable limits of 

complexity led to a regional type of model which is not suitable for consid

eration of individual bores or small detailed areas, but rather of areas at 

least 25 lan square and prefera.bly larger. 

From among the alternative types a finite difference numerical 

model to be run on a large scale digital computer was chosen as the best 

compromise. For solution by the finite difference method all data have to 

be defined on regularly spaced gridpoints. For the GABHYD model a square 

grid was adopted with a separation of 25 km between the gridlines. The 

Great Artesian Basin fits into a rectangle containing 67 such gridlines 

counted from west to east and 58 gridlines counted from south to north 

(Fig. 1). Each intersection of gridlines is called a node and represents 

an area of 25 km by 25 km of which it is the centre. 

Discretization in the vertical dimension is by aquifer group 

(Fig. 2). The first aquifer is the watertable and is given the number 0 

in the model. It is considered constant, i.e. the model does not attempt 

to recalculate it. The second aquifer is given the number 1 as the first 

confined aquifer. In reality it represents a group of aquifers, which are 

considered as one hydrologic unit and broadly correspond to the aquifers 

composed of Cretaceous rocks. Only a few data are available for this 

aquifer and although it had to be included in the model for continuity 

no detailed calibra.tion could be attempted and the model results for this 

aquifer should not be used. Aquifer number 2 in the model broadly corresponds 

to the aquifers of the Jurassic age and again includes a number of 

geologically different units, which are however considered one hydrologic 

unit (Audibert, 1976). Results from the calibration of the model indicate 

that this assumption is not always entirely valid (Seidel, 1978). Aquifer 

no. 2 is the main aquifer of the model. 

For each of the two confined aquifers and on each gridnode the 

model prototype defines the hydraulic parameters (horizontal transmissivities, 

vertical leakage factors, storativities) and the state variables (potentials, 

discharges). For the watertable the potentials only are required. 
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2.

The model determines in turn for each node of each confined

aquifer the complete waterbalance. Outflows, including well discharges,

are subtracted from inflows and the balance is made up from storage.

Through the storativity of the aquifer at a particular node the storage

there relates directly to a corresponding pressure head or potential.

The flows between adjoining nodes are calculated according to Darcy's Law

from the difference in potentials and a conductance factor. This conductance

corresponds to the transmissivity for horizontals flow and the vertical

leakage factor for vertical flows. A special case of vertical flow is well

discharge. Here the potential difference is between the aquifer pressure

head and the elevation of the well head (usually close to ground elevation).

The conductance here is a coefficient determined from the records of net

pressure at the well head and of the corresponding discharge.

Water balances are thus determined in calience row by row and

column by column throughout the grid and for each aquifer. Each complete

traverse of rows, columns, and aquifers is called an iteration. The model

progresses through time in mall steps. For each step a number of iterations

is executed to define a new set of potentials. For the duration of each

step it is assumed that all the flow rates remain constant. In this

particular model the flow rates are calculated at the end of the time step

('implicit' formulation). An exception is the calculation of the discharge

which is performed between iterations rather than during them. The discharge

calculation is in effect 'explicit' which is important when considering the

maximum length of time-steps used by the model. If the time-steps are too

large computational instability through the discharge calculation may result.

The horizontal boundaries of the model are defined either as

impermeable barriers by zero transmissivities, or as permeable boundaries

defined by prescribed constant potentials. Vertical boundaries consist of

an impermeable basement beneath aquifer 2 and a constant prescribed potential

in the watertable above aquifer 1 (or above aquifer 2 where 1 does not exist).

The definition of the appropriate boundary conditions was the major

problem during the calibration of the model. Calibration was by a direct

method where interior transmissivities were determined from the potentials

available as recorded data and from boundary conditions. The boundary
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conditions in this context are one conductance value or one flow rate value

on each distinguishable separate flow oath. Because the flow paths starting

in the recharge areas branch into multiple discharge boundary paths, vertical

leakage oaths and well discharge paths one separate conductance value or flow

rate was needed for each. Ignoring well discharge the required boundary

conditions would be the transmissivities along the discharge boundaries and

all vertical leakage factors. Very little information is available on these

and the calibration would have been rather unreliable if it relied on these data

only. However the situation is improved considerably by including well discharge

values. In recent times, artificial discharge has become the major outflow

from the basin overall and the dominating flow rate in the developed portions

of the basin where it hence forms a dominant boundary condition for calibration.

Well discharges are recorded data and hence the calibration of the model is

quite good for the developed portions. However care must be taken when using

model results for areas which are distant from areas with recorded discharges

and potentials. Results for those areas depend on the assumption that

hydraulic parameters can be extrapolated over that distance and on the

variable quality of geological information on the sequence and thickness of

formations.

The sequence of information processing by the model is illustrated

in Fig. 3.

In the job preparation step a manipulation file is coded which

defines year by year and for each node how the well discharge is specified.

It is through this manipulation file that the various management alternatives

are implemented on the model.

The second step is the running of the model. The model reads the

geometry and parameter data as determined by calibration. It then reads from

the model manipulation file the model control parameters including the time

range over which the model is to run. The starting potentials are obtained

by searching the potentials data file for data for the first year of the

specified time range. For the time range specified the model advances by

a major time step in years and a minor time step determined dynamically

from model control parameters. Discharge specifications are read from the

manipulation file for each major time step and remain valid for that time step.
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Free flowing discharge is recalculated for each minor time step from the 

specifications valid for the major time step (e.g. discharge coefficient) 

and the potentials current for the minor time step. At the end of each 

major time step the model writes out the potentials and discharges for 

each gridnode and aquifer. 

The third step is the processing of the model results. The 

original output from the model is complete and very voluminous. The function 

of the result processing step is to produce selective results corresponding 

t o the need of the user. As long as the files containing the original model 

output are retained results can be re-presented in different forms in response 

to changing requirements. 

The model and its calibration are described in greater detail in 

two separate records (Seidel, 1978). It is recommended that the user refers 

to them for a more thorough understanding of the capabilities and limitations 

of the model. The instructions on how to use the model on the CSIRONET system 

based on the CDC CYBER 76 computer in Canberra are presented in the following 

chapters. 
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2. PREPARING A PROBLEM FOR SOLUTION

To prepare a problem for solution it must first be defined in

rigorous terms and then be coded. Definition of the problem includes:

• Examination of whether a new model run is required or whether

results from previous runs may be used;

• Determination of whether the model is suitable in terms of

applicability, scale and accuracy;

• A statement of the model operating requirements in terms of

- time range, required discharge management, and background

data.

The next step then is the coding of instructions for the model

run. A special coding language was developed for this purpose. Although

it requires some time for a user to familiarize himself with this coding

language the saving it offers in time and effort as against direct coding

of the model are considerable.

2.1^Defining the Problem

The major considerations in determining the suitability of a

problem for solution by the GABHYD model are -

Firstly, the problem must be one of predicting discharges and

potentials. Water chemistry and temperatures are not calculated by

the model.

Secondly, the aquifer under consideration must be included in the

Jurassic sequence. Older (deeper) aquifers are not included in the

model and for younger ones (e.g. Cretaceous) not enough data were

available for an adequate calibration.

Thirdly, the accuracy required of the results must be within the

capabilities of the model. The model is not designed to predict

short term events of less than one year duration. Its geometrical

grid is based on a spacing of 25 km. There is no point in attempting

to distinguish between bores less than 25 km apart. The smallest
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area which is recommended for separate treatment and predictions is

50 km square.

Fourthly, conditions simulated by the model should be not too

different from the ones used for calibrating the model. This applies

to time and space. The further the area under consideration is

from recorded data for the calibration the less reliable the result.

As far as time is concerned the model may be used for long term

predictions as long as the events experienced during the prediction

period are not •too far out of the range of events experienced during

the calibration period. Figure 4 shows on a printed map the location

of gridnodes where data were available for calibration.

After examining the suitability of the problem for solution by the

model the following steps are required to prepare for coding the problem.

1. Specify the time range for the model run. Starting conditions

must be available for the starting year of the time range.

Select suitable starting conditions from the model data catalogue

(catalogue of historical data files and of previous model runs).

If necessary expand model run time range backwards to connect

with suitable starting conditions.

2. Specify a suitable discharge background. The discharge background

consists of the discharge specification for those areas with

which the model run is not specifically concerned. If the

objective of the run is to study what would have happened during

the historical period up to 1970 but assuming different discharge

controls then the recorded discharge figures provide a suitable

background for the remaining areas. If the model extrapolates

into the future however some extra thought has to be given to

the background specification. A file of extrapolated discharges

assuming no management changes from 1970 to 1999 exists but may

not always be suitable as background.

3.^Plot the position of the proposed new discharges on a map with

the model grid superimposed. Tabulate the proposed discharges

per gridpoint (node) and year. If the new discharge is directly
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controlled (pumped) no further specifications are required.

4.^If the discharges are free flowing, i.e. they depend on the

potentials, then supplementary data are required for each grid

point where free flowing discharge is specified. These are a

groundelevation/temperature correction and a discharge co-

efficient. Where discharges were recorded groundelevation/

temperature corrections are determined and will be automatically

assigned unless the user specifies them explicitly. Discharge

coefficients are available for the same nodes for specific

years of the historical period and can be used as guides. Where

none is available use table 1 to calculate the groundelevation/

temperature correction and determine a discharge coefficient

from the target discharge and net pressure, or as a first

approximation specify controlled instead of free flowing discharge.

TABLE 1 Groundelevation/Temperature Corrections (metres)

Bore
Depth(m) 20 30

Water Temperature ( °C)
40^50^60 70 80 90 100

100 .2 .4 .8 1.2 1.7 2.2 2.8 3.5 4.2

200 .4 .9 1.5 2.4 3.4 4.4 5.6 6.9 8.3

300 .5 1.3 2.3 3.6 5.0 6.7 8.5 10.4 12.5

400 .7 1.8 3.1 4.8 6.7 8.9 11.3 13.9 16.7

500 .9 2.2 3.9 6.0 8.4 11.1 14.1 17.4 20.9

600 1.1 2.6 4.6 7.2 10.1 13.3 16.9 20.8 25.0

700 1.3 3.1 5.4 8.4 11.8 15.5 19.7 24.3 29.2

800 1.4 3.5 6.2 9.6 13.4 17.7 22.6 27.8 33.4

900 1.6 4.0 6.9 10.8 15.1 20.0 25.4 31.2 37.5

1000 1.8 4.4 7.7 12.0 16.8 22.2 28.2 34.7 41.7

2000 3.6 8.8 15.4 24.0 33.6 44.4 56.4 69.4 83.4

Correction = Groundelevation -Temperature correction (m)

Net Pressure = Potential - Correction (m)
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2.2 Coding the Problem 

The model requires comprehensive and explicit specifications of 

discharge for each gridnode and each major time step. To ease the task 

of preparing these complex discharge manipulation instructions a special 

translating program was developed which prepares a data file of coded 

discharge instructions from relatively simple commands. 

The available commands are subdivided into 

Major Option Keywords for specifying general operating conditions 

e.g. model control parameters, discharge background etc. 

Discharge Option Keywords for specifying details of discharge 

manipulations, e.g. free flow. 

Range Keywords grouping discharge options into consecutive 

time ranges. 

Most keywords are .followed directly by a data list. The form which 

was adopted for the data specification is what is known in the FORTRAN 

language as 'Narnelist'. The data items which can be legally specified for 

a particular keyword are contained in a list which is referenced by a 

'Narnelist-name'. The applicable FORTRAN Format is 

$Narnelist-name Dataname 1 = Datavalue 1, Dataname N = ••• $ 

The first $ sign must be in column 2 of the input line followed 

immediately by the Namelist-name, then in arbitrary order any data 

specifications separated by commas and then to terminate the input line 

another $ sign. An arbitrary number of data specifications may be included. 

Extreme cases are either to define every data item legal for the Name List 

or none at all. The latter has the effect of satisfying the requirement · 

that a data specification line has to be provided yet· without altering in 

any way the data values assigned by the program as default. 

The syntax of the coding language for manipulating discharge is 

presented in tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 and in figure 5. 

Table 2 is a listing of the Major Option Keywords and of their 



functions. All fllajor Option Keywords are followed directly by a line of 

data specifications except i'or keywords CONTROLLED and END. END does not 

require any data, CONTROLLED is followed first by the Range Keyword NEW 

TIME and then a data line specifying the time range which applies to the 

discharge specifications to follow. 

Table 3 lists the Discharge Option Keywords and the type of 

discharge manipulation specified by them. Bach Discharge Option Keyword 

is preceeded by the keyword ~'T~~./ CODE. The Discharge Option Keyword is 

followed by one CODE Namelist data specification line and then by one or 

more COORDI Namelist data specification lines. 

Table 4 lists the various 'Jamelists, their functions, and where 

they may occur. Namelist TIYE may occur in different options. For each 

Namelist there is a list of legal data names. 

Table 5 lists names, the names of data items legal within that 

Narnelist, definition of the corresponding data item and an automatic 

default values are usually safe but not always useful. 

The structure of a typical instruction set is illustrated in 

figure 5. Major options, e. g . to set model control parameters, are invoked 

first followed then by the CON'I'ROLLED option. This defines the discharge 

for a number of consecutive time ranges (two in fig. 5). It may then be 

followed ~y another Major Option Keyword, e.g. to redefine free flow well 

discharge coefficients or to copy a section of previously used discharge 

specifications, and then another CONTROLLED option for the following 

period etc. 

The detailed definitions of the Major Option Keywords are: 

MODELCON This option produces a header to the discharge manipulation 

file containing control parameters for the model. Namelist MODEL is to be 

used for data specification. Of the parameters which can be defined through 

MODEL several may be left at their default values. These are TMF, MAXI, 

ORFI, CON, NCAR. The default, values for these have been arrived at by 

experience. STEP should be left defined as 1 (year) unless there is a 



Ke'.· .... ord 

MODELCON 

FREEX::OEF 

HISTORIC 

COpy OLD 

cma 'ROLLED 

Keyword 

CONTROLLED 

CONTTHR;:;;S 

FREE THRES 

ELEVATED 

MAXIMUM 

MINIMUM 

Name 

MODEL 

FLOW 

TIME 

CODE 

COORDI 

10. 

TABLE 2 M.ajor Option Key .... ords 

Option Invoked 

Specify model conh'ol parameters 

Calculate free flo .... discharge coefficients 

Compile discharge file from recorded data 

Copy old discharge (manipulation) file onto ne .... 

~ischarge mani pulation instruc tions follo .... 

No further ins truc tions 

?ABLS 3 Discharge Option Key .... ords 

Option invoked 

Discharge is prescribed unconditionally 

Namelist 

MODEL 

FLOW 

TIME 

TIME 

n.a. 

n.a. 

as above but subject to threshold pressure exceeded 

Free flowing discharge unconditionally 

as above but subject to threshold pressure exceeded 

Free flowing modified by raising outflo .... level 

Free flo .... ing restrained to maximum 

Free flowing but maintained at minimum 

'TABLE 4 Namelist Names 

Data specified 

Model run control parameters 

Year for which discharge coefficients are 
calculated 

~ime range and file type specification 

Discharge control data 

Range of grid nodes (coordinates) 

Occurs in 

MODELCON 

PREECOEF 

(HISTORIC, COpy 
(OLD NEW TIME 

any discharge 
option 

any . discharge 
option 
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TABLE 5 Namelist data items and default values 

Namelist Data 
Name 

MODEL 

Name 

FROM 

TO 

STEP 

TMF 

¥MIN 

YMAS 

MAXF 

ORFI 

CON 

NCAR 

Derini tion 

starting year for model run 

final year for model run 

model (major) time step (years) 

minor time step incremental factor 

1/YMIN = minimum minor time step (years) 

1/YMAS = maximum minor time step 

maximum number of iterations in minor step 

overrelaxation factor (not used this version) 

convergence limit in metres 

flag to call CARRE overrelaxation (not used) 

Default 

1880 

1881 

1 

1.5 

365 
1.0 

20 

1.0 

0.01 

o 
FLO\>! AT year for which discharge coefficients are determined 1970 

TIME 

CODE 

COORDI 

FROM 

TO 

STEP 

FILE 

DISCH 

THRES 

first year of time range 

last year of time range 

time step in years 

(refer to text for details) 

discharge in m3/s 

threshold pressure head in metres 

RISPIP extra elevation of outflow (m) 

MAXDIS maximum di scharge (m3/s) 

MINDIS minimum discharge (m3/s) 

FLOWCO 

GELEV 

'.¥ESTFR 

EASTrO 

SOUTFR 

NORTrO 

~ST 

WEST 

NORTH 

SOUTH 

AqUIFR 

CONTI 

2 
free flow discharge coefficient (m Is) 

groundelevation/temperature correction (m) 

gridnode range western limit 

gridnode range eastern limi t 

gridnode range southern limit 

gridnode range northern limit 

east-west gridnode index ) 
east-west gridnode in~ex 3 interchangeable 

north-south gridnode index ) 

north-south gridnode index ~ interchangeable 

aquifer number 

continuation code 

1880 

1881 

1 

1 

O. 

O. 

O. 

. 1 • 

O. 

O. 

O. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

o 



~oior Option Keyword 
Nomelist Data 

I 
~oior Option Keyword 

Namelist Data 

1 
CONTROLLED 

NEW TIME 
$TIME Data 

NEW CODE 
Discharge Option Keyword 

$COOE Data 
$COORDI Data 
$COORDI Data 

1 
NEW CODE 
Discharge Option Keyword 

$CODE Data 
$COORDI Data 

1 
NEW TIME 

$TIME Data 

NEW CODE 
Discharge Option Keyword 

$CODE Data 
$COORDI Data 

I 
Major Option Keyword 
. Namelist Data 

Figure 5 Nesting .of Instructions 

Record .. 1978/70 . 
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specific reason for wanting a less frequent specification of discharge and 

less frequent output from the model. It refers to the major time step as 

defined in the model description. YMIN defines the minimum minor time 

step and ~~ the maximum (as number of subdivisions applied to each year). 

Both may be left at t heir default values except when significant changes in 

free flowing well discharge might occur in this case a value of 4.0 was 

found more sui table for YTv],;X. The values for FRCM and TO need to be 

specified to determine the operating time range for the model run. MODELCON 

should be invoked only once and at the beginning of the sequence. 

FR SEC OEF This option specified that free flow discharge coefficients are 

to be calculated from the recorded data at a particular year. The recorded 

data are obtained from the data files RUNDIS for discharge, RUNPOT for 

potentials, and CORLEY for groundelevation/temperature corrections. Whenever 

free flow is specified as a discharge option and no separate discharge co

efficients are provided then the coefficients calculated by invoking 

n3ECOEF ."ill be used. FP:sF:COEF may be invoked at any time 

between other major options. The Namelist associated with FREECOEF is FLO\-: 

and has only one legal data item called AT, which is the year for which 

data are to be extracted from RUNDIS and RUNPOT for calculating the co

efficients. 

HISTORIC This option specifies the compilation of a separate discharge 

file from actually recorded data. Two types of discharge file can be pro

duced, the historic type, identical in format to RUNDIS and model output 

discharge files or the manipulation type used as model input. The Namelist 

associated with this option is TIME. The meaning of data items FROM, TO, 

STEP is as defined in table 4. FILE = 1 specifies that a historic type, 

FIL6 = 2 that a manipulation type discharge file is to be produced. 

COPY OLD This option serves to copy part or all of a previously .produced 

discharge file of either type onto the new manipulation file. Its main . 

purpose is to avoid duplicate codin~ when only a minor modification is to be 

made to a previous manipulation file, e.g. if a different set of control 

parameters is to be used with the same discharge specifications. The 

associated Namelist is TIME. FROM, TO, and STEP are defined as above but 

FILE = 1 specifies the input file from which the copying is done as of the 

historic type, FILE = 2 as of the manipulation type. 



COTI'ROLL2D This is the major discharge manipulation option. 'I'his keyword 

mus t be f 011 owed by the Range Keyword 1\£",/ 'I'IME and then the time range 

specification through Namelist TIME which applies to all the discharge 

options to follow until a new Range Keyword NEW TIME or another Major 

Option Keyword is encountered. F:\OM, '1:'0 and S'rEP are as above. It should 

be noted that STSP should agree with the corresponding specification under 

the MODSLCON option. FILE may be specified as 0, 1, 2 and serves to define 

the dischargeback9'ound to be applied. Discha.rges are first set to this 

background and then modified by the specific instructions through discharge 

options. FILE = 0 specified that all discharges are to be set to zero first. 

FILS = 1 causes the discharge background to be copied from the historic 

discharge file HUNDIS. If FILE = 2 a manipul~tion type file is used as 

back8Tound. .6 small change has to be made in this case to the control cards 

heading program "~~~~OD (see ~odel description, Seidel 1978) to make the 

appropriate file accessible. 

'rhe Discharge Option Keywords may occur only wi thin the CONTROLLED 

major option and must be preceeded by a time range specification through 

N2'/ TIME. The formC'lt for the discharge option speCifications is (see Fig. 5) 

NB' .. .' CODE 

Discharge Option Keyword " 

SCOD~ •••..•.• data S 
SeOORDI ••••••• data $ 

CODE allows the specification of supplementary data for the 

discharge option selected. Usually only one or two of the data items legal 

within the CODE Namelist will be required. 

The gridnodes (coordinates) to which the discharge option is to be 

applied are defined through the COORDI Namelist. Gr1d coordinates may be set 

as single coordinates e.g. EAST = 15 er as a range of c.ordinates, e.g. 

w~STFR = 10"EASTTO = 20 or as any combination thereof, e.g. EAST = 15, 

SOUTFR = 30, NORTrO = 40. Several such coordinate specifications may be 

supplied for each discharge option. In this case all but the last of the 

coordinate specification lines must include the item CONTI = 1 to indicate 

that the specification continues. 
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The detailed definitions of the Discharge Option Keywords are:

CONTROLLED (not to be confused with the Major Option Keyword of the same

name). The discharge is prescribed unconditionally for the time range

specified above and for the arid nodes specified through COORDI. The dis-

charge value itself is assigned through CODE by data item DISCH = value.

CONTHRa;^The discharge is still prescribed but no longer unconditionally.
The condition is that the net pressure at the well head exceeds the threshold

pressure defined as THRES = value through CODE. Both THREj and DISCH have

to be defined. GELEV the groundelevation correction is required for cal-

culating the net pressure from the potential and unless specified separately

through CODE a value taken from data file COdLEV will be used. If no value

is available from CORLEY the default value is used instead.

FREE FLOW^The discharge is free flowing unconditionally. The data
specifications through CODE may be for FLOWCO the discharge coefficient,

and GELEV the groundelevation/temperature correction. If any of them is not

specified substitutes will be taken from the last call to FREECOEF for

FLMO or from CORLEV for GELEV. If neither is available the default values

are used.

FREE TES The discharge is free flowing but subject to the net pressure

- exceeding a threshold pressure. Data specification through CODE is as for

FREE FLOW but with the additional item THRE:j to be defined.

ELEVATED As for FREE FLCW but the outflow level well head) is artifidially

raised, e.. by installing a riser pipe, by an amount specified by RISPIP

through CODE.

MAXIMUM As for FREE FLOW but the discharge is limited to a maximum discharge

specified by MAXDIS.

MINIMUM As for FREE FLOW but the discharge is prevented from falling below

a minimum discharge specified by MINDIS.

1^ A typical coding sequence using the above coding language is:
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1
^

Jet Model Control Parameters

MODE=

SMODEL FROM . 1960, TO = 1980, YMAX = 4.S

2) Calculate free flow discharge coefficients as valid for 1970

FREECOEF

SPLOW A? = 1970S

3) Apply historic discharge from 1960 to 1970

COPY OLD

STIME i7R0M = 1960,^= 1970, FILE 1$

4)^Manipulate discharge from 1970 to 1980 in two time ranges.

CONTROLLED

specify first time range, background from historic file

NEW TIME

STIME FROM = 1970, TO = 1975, FILE = 1$

specify free flow for node 35, 45 with flow coefficient of 0.05

NEW CODE

FRE FLU..

SCODE FLOWCO = 0.05

S000RD1^= 35, :' 7i0RTH = 45$

specify second time range 1975 to 1980, same background

MEW TIME

STINE FROM = 1975, TO = 1980, FILE = 1$

specify free flow for nodes 35,45 54,46 34,47 54,48, each

with discharge coefficient 0.07 and each maintained at minimum

discharge of 0.100 m 3/s (100 1/s)

NEW CODE

MINIMUM

$CODE ?LO/CO = 0.07, MINDIS = 0.1$

$COORDI EA3T = 35, SOUTH . 45, CONTI = 1$

SCOORDI EAST = 34, SOUTFR = 46, NORTTO = 48$

END

Major option keyword END could be replaced by any other Major

Option Keyword if another Major Option was to follow, or by NEW CODE if

another discharge option within the same time range was to follow, or by
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NEW TIME if a new time range within the CONTROLLED Major Option was to be

defined for further discharge options.

3. 9WING^MCDF1 THROUGH THE INTERACTIVE TERMINAL

The OPERA interactive program was developed to allow persons with

little or no experience with the CY -'2.9 76 computer of CSIRONET to use the

GAPHYD model on this computer. A compromise had to be made between

implementing all possible o-Jtions of the GABHYD model and providing a simple

operating system. _Ls stated in chapter 2 some GI3HYD options require that

some special data files, e.g. a previous model manipulation file be attached.

Such operations are best done with the assistance of someone who is familiar

with data file management on this computer and for this reason the facility

is not included in OPERA. The following data files are used automatically

1
^

For job preparation (generating manipulation file)

ARTOAI, -311-9CAI, ARTCAZ recorded discharge data 1880-1970 RUNDIS

historic discharge file 1950 to 1970 \ for calculating background

RUNPOT potentials file 1950 to 1970 , discharge coefficients

CORLEY groundelevation/temperature correction file 1970

2)^For running the model

MODGEO model geometry file

MODHYD model hydraulic parameter file

It is assumed that the user has completed the coding of the model

run as described in 2.1 and 2.2 and that he is either familiar with the

operation of interactive terminals on CSIRONET.or has read the relevant

instructions of Appendix A.

3.1^Model Preparation Step

Function of the model preparation step is to run the translator

program which translates the instructions coded in accordance with 2.2 into

the model manipulation file. The manipulation file is stored under a name

specified by the user and will be used in the next step for running the

model.
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The req~ired interactive r rogram is called OPEHA and if not 

available on the interac t ive system because of prolonged inactivity it can 

be reloaded simply by dropping the card deck program called DISCO into the 

job stream for batch proce ssing. O?ERA should then be available again 

shortly (typically 1 hour). :'0 start using it log into ED on 'the inter

active terminal (see Appendix A) and then type 

[/ OPF.?.A/ $ 

the user viII then be asked to type in PREP or RUN. 

The correct answe~ for the job prep8ration step is 

PREP 

then the user is requested to identify the job with his name, e.g. 

JOHN BRO\O/N 

the next request is for a name for the manipulation file to be produced, e.g. 

MANIPU 

then the user is requested to type in the coded instructions as described 

in 2.2. Following the typing of the last coded instruction, e.g. END, the 

linefeed key is operated twice in succession. This signals the end of the 

code entry. 

The computer should then reply 

'PR;;;PARt..TION JOB ;:;UBMIT'l'ED'. 

During typing care must be taken that keywords are spelled correctly and 

start· in column 1 and that )Jamelis t-names sta.rt in colUIlL.'1 3 preceded by 

$ i:-l column 2. 

A sample dialogue is reproduced in figure 6. 

3.2 Model Running Step 

After confirming that the preparation job has run correctly log 

into ED and start sequenye by 

[/OPERA/$ 

OPERA will reply as before but this time the user replies with 

RUN 

OPERA then requests the user to provide his name for identifying the job, e.g. 

TOM JONES 

then the user is requested to provide the name of the file containing the 

starting potentials for the model run, e.g. 

COMPI'O 

then the name of the manipulation file to be read, e.g. 
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F gure 6 Sample Dialogue Job Preparation

Record^/1978
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MANTPU

then the user is requested to provide file names for the model output first

for the potentials e.g.

PSA611

then the discharge file, e.g.

DSA611

these names should be unique to avoid confusion of different model results.

Following entry of these names OPERA notifies the user that the run has been

submitted for processing. A sample dialogue is reproduced in figure 7.

4. PRESENTING THE RESULTS 

The model writes out data files containing all the potentials and

discharges for each major time step and each gridnode. This form of

output is complete, and rather cumbersome to analyse directly. For example

a model run over ten years produces 118000 lines of output, each line con-

taining 6 data items in scientific notation. Such large data quantities

are best searched, summarized, and presented using the computer. A frequent

user of the GABHYD model might consider to design and write output analysis

programs to suit his particular needs. However for the occasional user

a set of data extraction and presentation programs has been provided which

is expected to meet most requirements. This group of programs is called

OUTSYS and is accessible through the OUTBOX and GRAPH interactive programs

described in chapter 5 or through batch processing of programs PLOTAR and

PROCCO.

4.1^Overview over the Available Options 

The major steps in analysing the model results are: extraction

and processing of selected data, and presenting the extracted data.^ 1

The routines available for data extraction and processing are

summarized in table 6 and described in greater detail in 4.2. Broadly the

function of the extraction routines is to

extract a specified set of data, e.g. potentials for a specified

year and aquifer (MAP)
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- extract two specified sets of data and relate them, e.g.

drowndown as difference between two sets of potentials (FUN)

TABLE 6 Summary of Extraction Routines

Interactive^Batch
Name^Name
^Function

MAP^SIMPRI^extract single data set

FUN^TWOFUN^extract two data sets and relate

DIS^TOTALQ^summarise discharge

LEA^LEAKAG^calculate vertical leakage

BOU^BOUNDO^calculate boundary discharge

TIM^TIMESE^extract data vs. time

- summarise the well discharges for specified areas over specified

time periods (DIS)

- calculate from extracted potentials and hydraulic parameters the

vertical leakage for a specified year between specified aquifers

(LEA)

- calculate from extracted potentials and hydraulic parameters the

boundary discharges and recharges for specified year and aquifer

(BOU)

- extract specified data for specified area over a specified period,

calculate averages for area if more than one gridnode (TIM)

For each of these extraction routines a range of presentation

options is available. These presentation options are either based on the

line printer and produced in the same job step with the data extraction, or

are based on the line plotter. In the latter case the extracted data are

temporarily stored on disc and then accessed by a second job step for plotting.

The presentation options are in brief

- a small map produced on the line printer, approximately A4 size,

values coded as letters of the alphabet.

- a large map produced on the line printer in sections, values

printed in scientific notation with 4 significant digits in the
mantissa.
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- a simple tabulation vs. time (for TIM extraction only)

- a printer produced and automatically scaled 1 page plot of data

vs. time (for TIM extraction only)

- a contour plot of a data array on 25 cm plotter, or 70 cm plotter,

or 35 mm film

- a perspective simulated 3D plot on 25 cm, 70 cm plotter or 35 mm

film.

The step by step procedure to use OUTSYS is:

1) Tabulate what data are to be presented and in what form.

2) If several output documents are to be produced subdivide the

output requirements into groups for processing. The limitations

for each processing group are that only four different data

files can be accessed at the same time, and only one data set

can be sent for line plotting at a time.

3) For each processing group specify four data files (even if less

than four are actually needed) and number them as 10, 20, 30, 40
and for each of the extraction routines to be used note down the

relevant option parameters (see 4.2), e.g. aquifer number, data

' type, function code.

4) Use PROCCO for batch processing or OUTBOX (see 5.1) for pro-

cessing through the interactive terminal. The result will be

printed output and optinally an extracted data file for further

processing, i.e. plotting.

5)^To plot extracted data file use PLOTAR for batch processing or .

GRAPH (see 5.2) for processing through the interactive terminal.

Completion of step 4 is a prerequisite for starting with step 5.

4. 2^Description of Individual Options 

Details of the individual extraction routines are given first.

A specified range of presentation options is available with each of the

extraction routines. Details of these options are provided following the

description of the extraction routines.
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MAP (SIMPRI) This is the most elementary of the data extraction routines.

The user specifies a data array by data file number, the data type code

(see table 7), the year for which they had been stored, the aquifer

number. He also specified whether normal or log spacing is to be used for

character coding on a small map (see presentation options), the length of

the maptitle in characters, the map title, and a presentation option.

Available presentation options are S for small map, L for large map, B for

both, D for generating extracted data file for plotting.

FUN (TWOFUN) This routine which extracts two data sets and then relates

them was produced initially for producing maps of drawdowns but was then

extended to include other simple functions. The user specifies two data

sets, each with the same parameters as for MAP, he specifies normal or log

spacing for small maps, map title length, the map title and then a function

code which relates the two data Sets. These codes are

sum of data sets

- subtract second from first

multiply

divide first by second

A^arithmetric mean

• harmonic mean

• percentage positive difference

• absolute positive difference (error)

TABLE 7 Data Type Codes

• East—west directional transmissivity

• North—south directional transmissivity

• Vertical leakage factor

Sterativity

F
^

•^

Watertable potential

Potential at beginning of time step or previous potential

• Current potential or potential and end of time step

Q.^Well discharge by gridnode

• Groundelevation/temperature correction

• Aquifer thickness
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When specifying either P or E as function code a standard error

for the entire array (either percent or absolute) is calculated and

printed in addition. The same presentation options as for MAP (S,L,B,D)

are available. Care should be taken that data sets are compatible in

particular that both are defined over the same areas.

^DIS (TOTALQ)^Jell discharge totals are calculated for part (region) or
all of an aquifer. A region is specified by using code R and providing the

bounds of the region as gridnode indices. The user specifies a data file

number for extracting discharge data, a starting year, end year, and a

time step in years. Calculation proceeds by subdividing the interval

between starting and end year into steps of the specified length. For each

step an average discharge rate is determined and multiplied by the length

of the time interval. The discharge volumes are summed for each step to

provide a total volume of well discharge for the specified period.

^LEA (LEAKAG)^This routine is provided to calculate and present the
vertical leakage for a particular aquifer. The user has to specify two data

files by their numbers, the first containing the aquifer potentials, the

second the hydraulic parameters. For each of these data files the user

further specifies the year and the aquifer number. The following directions

of vertical leakage may be specified by code.

^TJ^upward leakage to aquifer above

• downward leakage to aquifer below

• leakage balance (1.1 + D), positive if aquifer receives more

than it loses through leakage

^

A^All options (U, D,^+)

The results may be presented as small map or large map or both

(options S, L, B).

^BOU (BOUNDQ)^This routine calculates the lateral boundary flow on permeable
prescribed head boundaries. As for the previous routine the user specifies

potentials and hydraulic parameter files. Results may be presented as

small map or large map and are positive for recharge and negative for dis-

charge flows.
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TIM (TIMESE) This routine extracts data from up to four data files

simultaneously for a time range. Each data file is numbered (10, 20, 30, 40)

and further specified by data type code (table 7) and aquifer number. For

the data extraction the user specifies starting year, end year, time step

in years, and the region by gridnode bounds (indices west, east, south,

north) over which data are to be averaged. The total number of time steps

must not exceed 100.^For each time step and each data file separately the

routine extracts the data for the specified region and averages them.

When the last time step has been executed the average values for the region

for each time step and each data file are available in four separate

sequential lists. These can be tabulated (T), plotted on the printer (Q)

or both (P). Which of the data lists are plotted is specified by a

numeric code:

0^all four lists (10, 20, 30, 40) are plotted

1^only the difference between 10 and 20 is plotted

3^only the difference between 50 and 40 is plotted

5^10, 20 and their difference is plotted

7^30, 40 and their difference is plotted

9^all four lists and the differences 10-20 and 30-40

Tabluation is always for all four lists and both differences.

Any of the four data files can be eliminated by giving it the file number

00.^The corresponding list will be filled with zeros.

The result presentation options are:

Small Map This presentation is designed to provide simple first glance in-

formation in the form of a one page printed map. Each gridnode of the model

is represented by one line printer character on the map. The range of

values of the extracted data is subdivided into 24 classes corresponding to

the letters of the alphabet and the value on each node is printed as the

corresponding letter at the corresponding printer position. Subdivision of

the range of values into classes is either normal or logarithmic. It

should be noted that on most printers the vertical spacing between lines is

larger than the spacing of horizontal print positions. This causes a

vertical exaggeration on the resulting picture. (Example fig. 8).
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1^ 3^A^5
12341784 1PSd5b789 1P3Lit, 7)4 '2545678 ,4 lp,45(0;3y 1,3456/5 12.5u5bp

56 ***************************************** ****** * ***** ***** 
Si trit********* ***** ******fitili ***** iritivl' , ********iftt*Ira***wit** * *** *at***
56 **********.********* ******* *****IKLN ***** **************************
95 ******** ***** *** ***** mi ... ** tFLA L N ***** ******* ***** **************
54  tl.,LELOKLHel'-Pr(******** ***** **** ** * ** ****
53 ******** ***** *** ******** * ** Fc.EFEFGh1LN0OPR6************************
92 *******************  FEL,Gf-GrILPR6T***********************
51 ************ ***** ** ******** *urt,H0GHINOuP,*S**** ***** ***********,*
90 ***Witt** ***** * * ***.******LriH riNHmtilLmmNuop.Qkp ****************** „.
49 ***************************mpAlIo'riiKK.L6NNN0PP****** * *** ***** ******
46 ****************,***** ***** . 1 !'"A.f\Iio, r111 0,L"mmksJNMP********* ***** ******
47 atttilr******itelita** ******** ** m ilK1 1-1 6r, 01 0( LLLWANNU***** ***** * ** * ** ****
4 6 ************ *********** ****t./KlroGrILLLNU**********10**** *  
45 ************ ***** *****m***LiilHhGl.FLOLLL1Ifi.04******** ***** ********
44 - ******** **  ori**L1rirFFI;Fu,411ALL1IIKN************* **** ****
43 ***********************KoFFF -1, 6miTriKrw*********************
zie ****.***.**.* ******** ,,Hcohro-FLFFGL!-Ilocitost_LN.***, ************ *A**
41 *****************F**FGurImIrtiJAArmU*** * ********* * * *****
4e *****************F*FILFI-FrEtFi-G4ni-IIHIKLmoNL* ***** ****** *** ** *.
39 *****************FFFtrp.FrrEEcf.7tFFGuoinlirip. , “NLLOr********************
36 ****************6FFFFFr_FLFF6111iKmnH*******************.
37 ********1IITIFFE ,=_ FttFtktFFFbG0G ,-, 0-11Km06********************
3b *******IlImoiGuFbFLOtgt_FtFuF,O . VPFFut,610(LNi- , 7 ** * ** **************
35 *******1or;FFt.ctoL)Dir.kc. 1 4,01...:ELEFP-FI-G6GolisLmr-q-sr******************
34 *******IGGF - FLEt%0OniurtEt.Ef4 FF)=1;m ,<LmkNPS0******************
33 *****11GFFLFt.OL,OL)CCCLonvl'ODLftFLFLELFFHIKO'iPPkSL,V*****************
3e *****TuFPFLFupLcLccr .m:LoLcbrmeo.it.Ft.Fotesw ,i0Pkslu,,*.**************
31 ****1 04 6FEECIOOLCCCCrLrLrLCLjN)ri0FtELEO ; FhIKLNNtoPPST0V***************
30 ****mGFFC'unUCCCC9kbrLCLCCOruFGEFFuTKLmi'INNuRK , k -Tv********* **** **
29 ***IM-7, FEiOunGCC:C6R0R6F4 Lrt.UOGELE.eF6TILL'AMNC)PPPkIA**************
28 **1H6;FELDLrCCC6bRbR6PoLCCru000trq.Ft-Gr.1e,LLNUOUOPT,J***Q**********
27 *IIHk*FtEL4OCCLRb8bA060PbrALCLrcOL,PtFFF6HJAIDsLmNuONOrl,TuuUlS*********
Pb *Itsim4FFEV/LCGRb86FbkrkbEcCLCCOLJOcEFFLimliH1InLi'iNNNmrPRITTSbPnPUONN***
25 *Itioi6FFEO%CbRtifilAAAke,PcPorcruntJ4FL,Gtqh1LmrimmGQ;NPL,ONNNNNN***
24 *IHHUFFEDOCrbe'4AAAAAbkbPoLCL000tELFFGW -71.00.LLLmLmmuOJOuONNiMmmmmmN**
23 004G6FFEDLRI3AAAAAAAAP,oPcf-!LrY)U00FcEFFINLi',LLINNNmmmL.LmmmNu**
22 *H0IGGFFEOCLEI8AAAAAAA04 oPorLCV)L,rttFFGC,TIKKKKKKLmLLKKKKKKLMmr'lN60*
21 *14 GGGFtEOC*AAAAAAAAAbinbPCCLCL;OLiOLEFGr11.4 01KrogitocKIII111KLLmmNN*
PO *HnGf- FtEL)CCRAAA 6 AAAAAtio8o9r;,9 6CLCLOLir)LEPGelH1TIK1IhIll.i1-1Mmolmo.irlIKLLLmN*
19 *GGGFFt0DCCRAAAAA,AA*AA0FOLCLCOtiOEFGOHno'OTOIO"W-1 6GrOiriolmIlIA,KL**
18 **C.G('Et0C4CCRAAAAAAAAAApRoPr!.4bRtsRLCCNJEfFu6r1Ht.,ImHmr_,Gr,uG6GLO-IhImIKKLL*
17 **CIFFEL*_**CPAAAAAAAAvoraoProRdrCCOntFUGHHH(.;GW7,LIGGC,COomHhjiKLL*
16 ****FEU***L 4 AAAAAAbAbRoPb5nkr146CCCOEPFFF6k/kuGfo GGG‘iG6G01MMHHINL**
1 5 *******UC6AAAAtibRbKticklit , H6CCCUOFFFFFG6G(AbGEFFGGGLpG6GhlrsLU**
14 **********Ueb*AAAPtigt0A0RoPoiabPt**CUOkEPFFFF(;6GGGLJFFFGGGUGoGrilK0***
13 *******c**IiCbAlkilteCoL;PLCoRt190Ro**Q -LeeFt=FLFFrrFG1=FFFFFGGFFt,GUHLO**':
12 **************686CUEV)uCLDFsnEiL**ELFFFFFt_Fe_FFFFFFFtJFFFI-GLIGmIN***N
11 ***********************CLIM96C***FFFUFFt***Fs•Gi,GnKN****
10 ***********************OLP6RoC*****GiAt;FLOOFLE.******tEFFUGmHIN*****
9 ********.****************LCE,ELC******0JiFFLOU0***_*****FFFGLIGI_LM*****
8 ************************L, CCrCC************ ***** *****6G6G/IL********
7 *******t****************LCLCL******************_*****hhmIALL*.*******
b ****.************************************************mHlIKL****x****
5 ********4*******************************************111KLL*********
4 ****************************************************KKKKLL*********

3 *******k********************N***Lit***N*A*0,************LLL******.****p
2 ********************************************.**********m********** *

F gure 8 Sample Sma • ii Printed Map
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Large Map^This presentation provides detailed information. Values are

printed on a grid almost exactly square and the value on each gridnode is

printed ad a four digit mantissa together with a two digit exponent. A

leading decimal point for the mantissa is assumed but not printed. The

printed value 3461 e.g. stands for .3461 x 10 4 = 3461. or the value -2588
04^ -01

stPnds for -.2588 x 10
-1^

0.02588. Total size of an assembled map for the

67x58 grid of the model is approximately 1.00 x 0.75 metres. The map is

printed in four separate strips which may then be spliced together.

Tabulation vs. Time.^This presentation option is one of the two available

together with the TIM extraction routine. Up to four data items can be

listed simultaneously plus in two separate columns the differences between

them. An example of a tabulation is presented as figure 9.

Print-plot of Data vs. Time^This is the second presentation option available

with TIM. Up to four data items and the differences between pairs can be

presented simultaneously. An example using the same data as figure 9 is

presented in figure 10. Scaling in the horizontal and vertical directions is

automatic. This presentation is intended to provide first glance information.

Because there is only 50 vertical print positions available vertical

coordinates have to be rounded to match the nearest available position.

This produces a stepped appearance of the graphs. The exact values obtained

from the tabulation should be used to prepare smooth plots.

Contour Plots This is a machine contouring routine producing output either

on a small line plotter (width 25 cm) a large plotter (width 70 cm) or a

35 mm film. If an entire model array of 67 x 58 elements is contoured on

the larger plotter the scaling will be almost exactly 1:2500 000 matching

many of the available base maps. T .e user should not attempt to contour

incomplete results, e.g. maps of recorded potentials only. The user specifies

a minimum, maximum, and a step value for the contours. The user may further

specify whether data values at the data points are to be plotted on the

same map. Not all data points may be plotted however if doing so would

cause overcrowding of numbers. The user may send for plotting either the

entire data array or only part of it. A part plot is defined by the limiting

grid indices for west, east, south and north. Figure 11 is an example of

potentials contoured for the entire basin, figure 12 shows the contour map

for only part of it with data points plotted on.
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E)(TR1POL.lTION vs NEW 'Dtsr;M~RGE FOR AREA BOUNDED BY 21-,!)2.15.-18 -.--.--.. --.. ----.. -.-.... --.. -.-.-... -.-.. ---.~ .. --........ -..... -.-.-. 
FILE NUMBER 111'1 3'" .. 121 "'0 
OAT A TVPE P p Q Q 
AQUIFF,R NO. ? ~ 2 ~ COL1 .. COI..2 COL3.COL4 
VEAR 
19A1 8~.17C1 8'7.JCI~ 1'1.<'10121 0.!?I01l! 1.781 fII.000 
19'-2 8C1.17C1 8'5. Cl qOl 111.000 01.000 3.18~ 121,12100 

, 19a3 89.178 84,'51 I'I.CIt"'''' 0.0100 4.426 0.000 
1984 Sq.t71 B3.&~a "'.1210121 0l.00P1 5.513 0.000 
1 'H~5 89.176 8~,,69~ 0.000 01.0013 ~. 4'83 0.2100 
19A6 89.175 81,811 t'l.0021 1.'1.1.'100 ',3b4 0.01?1f11 
1981 89.114 801.Cl9_ 0l.000 0.000 8.175 0.000 
1988 89.113 8",,24~ 0.00'" CII.OI00 8,'n0 0.001il! 
19~q 89.17~ 'CI.5!' "'.0001 0.00C11 9.638 0,121210 
tClQ0 89.171 78.864 0,000 0."'00 10.301 0,,21013 
1991 89. t HI 78,2?" t'l.t'l1?l0 CII.000 to,Cl4~ 0.001:'1 
19 C1 2 89.16C1 1",&21 CII.000 0.000 1t.54ft 0.121210 
~9q3 89.1&8 1'.t:llIU 0.000 0.000 1~,124 0,12100 
1994 89,16" 76.4SCl 0.000 121.000 12,678 121,00"" 
1995, 89.16& 75,95" 0.0001 I:'I.MIC'J 13,21121 0,000 
19q&j 89.16':; 15.44~ 0.12100 "'.0121121 13,'c~ 121,121021 
19C11 89,164 74,9"9 1.'1.000 91.000 14~216 "',0121", 
19qa 89 •. 1b3 74.4'~ 0.000 "-'.",210 14.692 0,0fMI 

F,igure 9 Sample Tabulation vs Time 
I 

Record 
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EXTRAPOLATION VS NEW DISCHARGE FOR AREA BOUNDEn BV21.~2,lS.18 

--.-.---.-.. ----.-.--.. -------------.-.. --~-.-----.---..... -._-.... _-------
CHARArTER A FILE 10 DATA P AQUTFE~ 2 
CHARACTER B FILE 3~ DATA P AQUIFER 2 
CHARAr.T~R C FILE .0 OATA Q AQUIFER 2 
CHARAr,TE~ 0 FILE .0 DATA G AQU1FEH 2 CHA~ACTER o-,-e CHARACTER 1=1 

1q81 1983 19ac; . 198' 1989 1991 1993 19q5 
100.PlfJl0 

98.Pl17I0 
96.1'100 
94.1"11710 
q2~1'100 
<\121.17101171 A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A 
.1\8.1'11710 B 
~o."'t?l0 8 
84.l?I17I0 8 R 

82.Pl00 B 8 
80.1"100 R 8 e 
78.t'l0Ql B B ~ 8 
1b~I'I00 B 8 8 
14.PlCII2I 
"2.PlC'l0 
1~ ,. PI (110 
~8.Plt2I0 
~6.P11710 
~4·.P12121 
~2.1'1012l 
~r1!~A0!0 
C;8.I'IPl0 
'ib.P100 
C;4.t"Il7It'I 
'52.1'1010 
'50.t"ICII0 
48.PlQl0 
4b.('IQl0 
411~PlPI~ 
1J2.Pl00 
1.10.1"100 
38.I'IPl0 
Jb~t'l12J0 
~4~Pl00 
32.011710 
~0.Pl00 
28.PI~0 
~6~Pl00 
~4.('JI0!0 

~2~l'Il'I0 
~12J.P1t'l0 
16.Pl12J0 
H,.('I00 
1.4~P1f?10 0 0 
12.P!00 0 0 0 
',0.1'117121 0 Q 0 

8.1'1"'0 0 0 0 
&.1'100 " 0 
4.1"1021 0 0 
2.Pl0t'l 0 

r I 1 I I J t ! 
lqat 198~ 19ac; 1981 1989 1991 19<:)3 1995 

Figure 10 Sam,ple Print Plot 

Rl'cord /1978 
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CONTOUR rROW O. TO 400.00 CONTOUR INTERVAL Of 20.000 PT(3.3)= O. 

FIGURE 11 SAMPLE CONTOUR MAP WHOLE BASIN 

INDEX RANGE W 1 E 67 S 1 N 58 
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Perspective 3D Plots^These plots are provided to aid the visualization of
complex surfaces. They are most useful for demonstrating the shapes of

surfaces like aquifer tops or bottoms (structure contours) potentials, or

drawdowns. Again the entire or part of the array may be specified. The

angle of view and the perspective effect are controlled by specifying in

actual (not grid) coordinates the location of the eye and the location of

the point in the object looked at. These coordinates refer to the origin

of the model grid (point 1.1) and are in kilometres for the horizontal and

metres for the vertical direction. The eye must be outside the positive

quadrant of the coordinates, i.e. at least one of the horizontal co-

ordinates must be negative. The point looked at must be inside the positive

quadrant. The vertical coordinates define the steepness of the angle of

view. Examples are figures.15 and 14. The respective coordinate values

for eye and point are printed at the bottom of the figures, An additional

variable to be specified is the vertical exaggeration as multiple of 1000.

A good value for potentials maps was found to be 2. (.2000. overall).

Contours may also be included in the perspective view but are not always

aiding the visualization.

5. RUNNING OUT YS THROUGH THE INTERACTIVE TERMINAL

The interactive programs required are OUTBOX and GRAPH. If they

are not available in system storage because of prolonged inactivity they can

be reloaded into the system by submitting for batch processing a card deck

called DISCO. All interactive programs for the GABHYD model operating

system are reloaded by this program at the same time.

Before using the interactive programs described below the user

should have completed the step by step preparation described in 4.1 i.e.

all output requirements have been grouped and listed together with the

relevant option codes and parameters.

5.1^Extracting and Printing Data Using OUTFOX 

Log into ED on the interactive terminal (Appendix A)

then type

VOUTBOX/$

This starts the main branch of the program and OUTBOX requests the user

to specify four data files (10, 20, 30, 40) one by one by supplying the



EYE AT,^-500. - 400.^300.

LOOKING AT 500. 500.^200.

INDEX RANGE W 1 E 67 S 1 N 58

VERT. EXAGGERATION^2000.

Record 1178 /10

FIGURE 13 SAMPLE PERSPECTIVE VIEW LOW ANGLE
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FIGURE 14 SAMPLE PERSPECTIVE VIEW STEEP ANGLE 
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file name and if necessary the cycle number of the appropriate file e.g.

CORLE7, CY=2

specifies cycle 2 of data file CORLEV, if the cycle number is omitted the

most recent cycle is referenced. The user then specifies the name of the

extraction routine, e.g.

MAP

the legal extraction routine names are listed on table 6.

The program then branches to the requested extraction routine.

MAP identifies itself through the message

MAP PLOTTING ROUTINE MAPPLOT

WHICH DATA FILE IS TO BE SRCHED (10, 20, 30, 40)?

the user replies with the appropriate number, e.g.

30

the user is then asked to specify the data type (see table 7) e.g.

then MAP asks for the year for which the data were written, e.g.

1965

then the aquifer number, e.g.

2

then whether normal or logarithmic spacing is to be used.

This applies to the Small Map presentation option (see 4.2) only, e.g.

then the user specifies the presentation option as Small Map (S),

Large Map (L), both of these (B) or writing of the special plot file for

contouring or 3D plots (D). Note that only one such plotfile may be

generated for each separate OUTBOX processing run. e.g. specify

then the user specifies the space required for fitting the output rounded

to the nearest 10 characters, e.g.

60

and then to types in the actual title, e.g.

TRIAL OUTPUT MAP

finally the user returns to the main branch of OUTBOX by typing

20$

liar identifies itself as FUNCTION OF TWO ROUTINE. The user is asked to

specify the file number for the first of the two data files, e.g.

10

then the data type code, e.g.
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then the year for which the data were written, e.g.

1960

:then the same information is provided for the second data file.

The user then specifies normal or logarithmic spacing for any

Small Map presentations, e.g.

then the space required for the output title, e.g.

70

then one of the function codes as listed in 4.2, e.g.

-

then the map title, e.g.

DRAWDOWN MAP 1960

and then returns to the main branch of OUTBOX by typing

20$

DIS identifies itself as ROUTINE TO CALCULATE REGIONAL OR TOTAL DISCHARGE.

The user is requested to specify the file number for the discharge data

file, e.g.

30

the time step for the calculation in years and as two digits, e.g.

05

the starting year, e.g.

1950

the final year, e.g.

1970

the aquifer number, e.g.

2

the type of presentation option (S, L, or B), e.g.

whether the discharge is to be summed for part (region) of the basin (R)

or for the entire basin (T) e.g.

the western limit of the region as grid index in two digits, e.g.

09

and likewise the eastern, southern, and northern limit, the space set

aside for the title, e.g.

60
the actual text of the title, e.g.
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TOTAL DISCHARGE 1950-1960, REGION 09/15/10/20

the user then types

20$

to return to the main branch of OUTBOX

LEA identifies itself as VERTICA LEi1KAGE FLOW ROUTINE.

The user is requested to specify the number of the file which contains

the hydraulic parameters, e.g.

40

then the year for which these had been stored, e.g.

1970

the file number for the potentials file, e.g.

10

the corresponding year, e.g.

1970

the aquifer number for which the leakage is required, e.g.

2

normal or logerithmic spacing for Small Maps, e.g.

the presentation option, e.g.

the space required for the title, e.g.

50

the code specifying the leakage direction, which may be U, D, +, A, e.g.

A

then the actual title, e.g.

LEAKAGE MAP 1970

and finally to return to the main branch

20$

BOU identifies itself as BOUNDARY DISCHARGE ROUTINE.

The user is requested to specify the number of the file which contains

the hydraulic parameters, e.g.

40

the year for which these had been stored, e.g.

1970

the file number for the potentials data, e.g.

10
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the year, e.g.

1970

the aquifer number for which the boundary discharge is required, e.g.

2

whether normal or logarithmic spacing is required on only Small Maps, e.g.

the presentation option code S, L, or B, e.g.

the space required for the title, e.g.

50

the actual text of the title, e.g.

BOUNDARY DISCHARGE 1970

and finally to return to the main branch of OUTBOX

20$

TIM identifies itseir as VARIABLES VS TIME PLOT AND TABULATION. The user

is requested to specify one by one for four data files the file number

(00 if not to be used), e.g.

10

the data type code (table 7), e.g.

the aquifer number, e.g.

2

After specifying these for all four files the user then specifies the

time range and step.by the starting year, e.g.

1940

the final year, e.g.

1970

the time step in years as two digits, e.g.

05

the code for the presentation option as tabulation (T), quick—plot -

(0, or both (B), e.g.

the plotting function code (see 4.2 for details), e.g.

1

then the range of gridnodes for which data are extracted by their indices

as two digits, first for the western limit, e.g.

15
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then likewise for east, south, and north, then the user types in the actual

text of the title, e.g.

CHANGE:: IN POITNTIALS 1940 to 1960

which may be up to 60 characters long and then types

20S

to return control to the main branch.

Main Branch After typing 20S the user is asked to provide the name of an

extraction routine, if another one is to be run in the same processing

step or to type SUBMIT, e.g.

SUBMIT

the user is then specified to provide A name for steering the generated

plot file, e.g.

JB PLOT

the message

JOB SUBMITTEM

then indicates that the job has been sent to the computer for actual

processing.

5.2^Plotting Contour Maps and Perspective Views Using GRAPH

GRAPH operates on the plotfile which is written through using

PROCCO for batch processing or OUTBOX on the interactive terminal. To

operate GRAPH log into ED on the interactive terminal (Appendix A) and type

r/GRAPHA

GRAPH identifies itself by replying

OUTPUT PLOTTING ROUTINE and requests the user to specify the section to be

plotted by their grid node indices.

Through OUTBOX an entire array was extracted and stored on the plotfile.

The user can select any specific portion of it or the entire array for

plotting by specifying indeces, e.g. 51, 67, 40, 50, as indices for west,

east, south, north. The user can then chose a perspective 3D view by typing

5$ or a contour plot by typing

10$.

Perspective 3D View The user specifies the vertical exaggeration as a

multiple of 1000, e.g.

1
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0.5

then the coordinates for the eye position, horizontal coordinates in km,

vertical coordinates in m, e.g.

-1000., -1000., 400.

specifies -1000. km west, -1000. km south, 400.m up.

Data must be separated by commas as shown. Next the user specifies likewise

the coordinates of the point looked at, e.g.

500., 400., 200.

and then by code whether contours are to be drawn (1) or not drawn (0), e.g.

1

Then control returns to the main branch.

Contour Plot The user specifies on the same line and separated by a comma

the lower and the higher limits for contours, e.g.

O., 400.

then the contour interval, e.g.

20.

a code to indicate wheth-r data points are to be plotted on (1) or not

(0), e.g.

0

then control returns to the main branch.

Main branch On return to the main branch the user is requested to type 14$

for output on the small plotter, 156 for the large plotter and 16$ for 35 mm

film, e.g.

16$

Output on 35 mm negative is the clearest, and enlargements from it are

suitable as publishable figures. Finally the user provides the name of the

plotfile which was generated through OUTBOX for this purpose, e.g.

YBPLOT

and the job is sent for processing automatically.

6. NOTES ON MODEL OPERATION THROUGH BATCH PROCESSING 

All major programs belonging to GABHYD are available in object

code on a program library called GABLIB on the demountable magnetic

disc pack reserved for the GAB project. The programs for running the model
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and analysing the output are

MANMOD for coding the manipulation file

RUNYOD for running the model

PROCCO for extracting and printing output

PLOTAR for contouring and 5D perspective views

All subroutines called by these programs are available on the same library

and need not be specified separately.

To run one of these programs through batch processing the user

has to set up a. deck of control cards to:

attach the program library GAPHYD

attach all data files required by the program

load the relevant main program

execute that program

store the program output files

Por all programs, except RUNMOD, the user also has to provide

the data expected through the standard input file, e.g. the coding

instructions for ANMOD. To do so the user must be familiar with the

programs and it is recommended that he consult the description of the

GABHYD model (eidel, 1978) for details.

Acknowledgement: The line plotter routines accessed by some of the
output programs utilize the NCAR Graphics package modified for use
on CSIRONET by J.F. O'Callaghan and K.G. Shields.

1
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APPEITIX A INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE INTERACTIVE TERMINAL

The following instructions apply to the CSIRONET interactive

system based on the CDC CYBER 76 computer in Canberra and refer to the

CRT console terminal by CDC with standard keyboard.

The interactive programs prescribed in this manual are what is

called "Pox Programs" written with the instructions available through ED,

the interactive editing program of CSIRONET. Therefore the user has to

connect with ED to access the interactive programs for running GABRYD.

On the terminal's keyboard there are a number of control keys

which are blue instead of black. The ones of particular importance are:

CNTRL for some special commands as described below

RETURN "carriage" return without line feed

line feed and carriage return

The SHIFT key corresponds in function to the upper case

shift key on a type writer

To type in a line the user first types as on a type writer

nd then uses the 4. (line feed) key to transmit the typed line. To remove
typing errors the user may delete the last typed character by operating

simultaneously the special control key CNTRL and the key for G (Pell).

An audible bleep will indicate the deletion of the character. The deleted

character will remain in the line as displayed but will not be

transmitted. Alternatively the user may cancel the entire line before

transmitting it by using the RETURN key instead of the linefeed and by

typing a fresh line. Once a line has been transmitted by operating the

linefeed key it cannot be recalled.

Before "logging in" the user should ensure that the system is

operating by typing first CNTRL and P simultaneously and then ?. The

system should reply:

NODE EST = time of day

and display a colon on the next line indicating that commands may be entered.

To log in the user must have access to the account codes for the

GAB project registered with the CSIRO.
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To log in type

*CYI

the computer replies

PROJECT ID ?

reply with the project code, the computer then replies

USER ID ?

enter the user code the computer then asks

NODE?

the correct reply for transactions at the BMR is CP, then

SYSTEM?

reply with ED, then the computer replies

ED VERSION date of version

*NUJ

and displays a colon indicating readiness for further commands.

From now on the user should continue as described for the individual

interactive program.

If at any time the computer replies

PER!.1ANENT FILE NOT IN SYSTEM

it is likely that one of the interactive programs needed is no longer

available in system storage and should be reloaded by running program DISCO.

If at any time the session has to be terminated, e.g. because

of an irrecoverable error the user can log out at any time by typing

simultaneously CNTRL and P, and then T.

During the running of an interactive program the execution

sequence can be restarted by typing in 1$ at any point where the user is

requested to type n$, with n any number other than 1. The exception is

when running OUTBOX where a re—start should be carried out by typing

E/OUTBOX/$

After an interactive program has completed normally the user can log out

by typing in

to which the computer will reply

SYSTEM?

the logging out is then completed by typing another

Alternatively the "emergency Stop" CNTRL and P, then T may

be used to log out at any time.
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C PLAU APKAY UIMENS10i4S,TITLe' c•r) 15,-PAY

RL4011,Q1)
Fo^(ji r
RLAU(11,92) (TPLIJ,1=1,1 J

qp FuRi ,141(104141
OUI^1:1,0
PEALJr11,93)^( /( 1 ,^),k= 1 , 1-T)

93 F-0PNAT(10L11.51
10? CONITNUL

C REAL) INUEA t<ANGLS Tu oE PLOTYLD
READ(191,*) NxA,Nx4,NYA,kY4
ENCOE(35,90 00,1a) NYA,40TA8NTZ

R000 FURmAT(14HINOtx RANUE^L:,I3,3^S,I3,3r 1 N: I I3)
RLAD COuRUINATE INTtRvAL,S 4.4D VcPTILAL. SCLiNL, p,- AcTui( -0

IF(sELCu,E0,2H1u, REAuriv!,*) ox I or l ov

C RLAO LINE OF 6IUHT COQRUINATk.o
IF(OELCU.LO,PH1U1 RAUr1 121 0r) “11,5i ) ),b(3)
IF(6ELCU,EQ,?H3u) REAO(10,*) 6(4),s(s),“0

-fF(sELCu.O.PH30) kt40(00) 10k2
C_REAU HIGH AND Low LIP- 1 4Tb Foh LONTLJUR uR HALFT0NE

IF(SELCu,EG,Rm3u1 Gu IC
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RE.A011:10) FL0,mT
10 CO1Tw.it.

C PLAD uTmEk oPtC1AL h , AmAmFTEk5 FuY CJNp<E( Jk^AF TON
IFIELCL,NE 1 2mrol
RtAu(iV!,*) FINC
PEA(14,*j
NLOT=NSLT=a •

11 CUNITut.
1F(ELCL,E,? Pit- A,^i
RA01101,*i NLLv
PtAu(l?,*)
ISPy=1
SPvAL=-499 ,4,

te coNli0E
SCALL AxLS ANC)^oF

ufl TL,^1
UO 1uP 1=NxA,NA7
IXaT-NxA+1

1 472 x(1Y)=1*Ux
ca0i^: NyligN)7
KY:K.NyA4.1

1 03 YOCYjsK*OY
LNC r-10 F( 3 ,9 0 0,To) Sii),ore ) , 5 0)

101 FO'N ,IATL819EYE A1:0A 1 5F7,1
ENCO 0E02.900,70 S(1),o1:11,F.0,)

c00e F- 0 1 AT(11MLC,00(ikiv
DOV=100,*1)V
LNUC14 07 02,900A,Tu)00y

9003 FOk!.1 141 (18HyEkT, txAGGEATILJN,2A,Fle,olc?x)
Sr3 ) =S(3)*OV
sr61=S(6)*or

101 CONTINUE
ASSIGN PLOT APkAy

NNs?,
00 104 K:NyA,Ny?
CO 104 I=NxA 4 Nx7
NN.T.N'N+1
A(NN):/(I,K)
IF(StLCO,Eu.eijn e AND.A(N!'41.." (099.) 4 ( 1'N):v1
IF(SLLCO,E 4 3P)^rA,NN)gA(ra-)IroV

1.04 CONTINUE
MX2NA=NXZ■NXA+1
NYaNOwNy4+1
NR1TtC10.49 91 0) f1P( 1 ),1=1,1)

9 00 FORmAT(1A,191A1,.)
CALL LOE(0,4,1 1 410)
CALL LINE(1024,(A,I0P4,15,.:-)
CALL Lifq.,(102 4 ,150,0,15 0 )
CALL LINE(0,150,4,4)
CALL PWRX(50,110,5 01 , 0 ,7, 01 ,2)
CALL PWRX(50.70,TA,40,0,,e)
CALL P4RA(50_, 4 0. 1.0 , 4 ,.$,,e )

CALL PWRX(520,711-0,40,,1,q11,.?)
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"5 . . 
APPENDIX C N~ING CONVENTIONS FOR DATA FILES 

1. Model Parameter Files . 

These files are attached to the model automatically and are the 

result of the latest model calibration. 

MODGEO 

MODRYD 

COHLEV 

CALTHI 

model geometry coqes 

morlel hydraulic parameters (vertical permeabilities, 

storativities, directional transmissivities) 

groundelevation/temperature corrections (metres) 

aquifer thickness 

2. Recorded Data Piles 

These data were obtained from the records directly, i.e. without 

processing through the model. It/here several recorded data items were 

available for the same gridnode they were averaged. 

VSN7~10, Label $PO'I'H;TS$ m?,;,;netic tape. Recorded potentials 

1.880-1970 

VSN6171, Label ~R~~IS$ magnetic tape. Recorded well discharges 

1880-1970 

HIDIOO recorded discharges 1880-1900 

HIDI20 recorded discharges 1900-1920 

HIDI40 recorded discharges 1920-1940 

HIDI60 recorded discharges 1940-1960 

HIDI70 recorded discharges 1960-1970 

Whenever possible the smallest data file containing the required 

data should be used to reduce the data search time. 

3. Interpolated Data Files - Model Starting Conditions 

In many areas, in particular where the model geometry is coarse 

in relation to the aquifer geometry a significant difference was observed 

between the actually recorded potentials and the closest potentials 

consistent with hydraulic continuity within the model. These differences 

were recorded as an additive correction in file RECCOR. The interpolated 

data files were obtained by 



reading the recorded potentials 

subtracting RECCCR to produce "aquifer potentials" 

interpolating potentials by model where none are recorded 

ll,'hen model generp.. ted potentials are compared to recorded values 

the corrections from RECC OR should be added to the model potentials or 

subtracted from the recorded potentials. 

steady state potentials 1880 

interpolated (starting condition) potentials 1880-1900 

interpolated potentials 1900-1920 

interpolated potentials 1920-1940 

interpolated potentials 1940-1960 

interpolated potentials 1960-1970 

START 

STAROO 

STAR20 

STAR40 

STAR60 

STAR70 

RECCOR 

RUNDIS 

RUNPOT 

additive correction recorded - model potentials 1970 

copy of RIDnO 

copy of STAR70 

4 • Extrapola tion Data Piles 

EXPO 0 potentials extrapolated by model 1970-2000 

EXDOO discharges extrapolated by model 1970-2000 



47. 

INDEX 

Background, discharge definition 

BOU, extraction routine 

CODE, Namelist 

Coding the problem, summary of steps 

CONTHRES, Discharge Option Keyword 

Contour plots, presentation option 

CONTROLLED, Discharge Option Keyword 

CONTROLL!!:]), Major Option Keyword 

COORD!, Namelist 

Data type codes 

DIS, extraction routine 

Discharge option format 

Discharge Option Keywords 

ELEVATED, Disch<lC'ge Cption Keyword 

Extraction routines, summary 

FLmoi, Name li s t 

FREECOEF, Major Optio~ Keyworrt 

FREE FLOW, Discharge Option ~: eyword 

FREE THRES, Discharge Option Keyword 

FUN, extraction routine 

GRAPH, interactive program 

GRID, model 

Groundelevation/temperature corrections 

HISTORIC, Major Option Keyword 

Large Map, presentation option 

LEA, extraction routine 

Major Option Keywords 

MAP, extraction routine 

MAXIMUM, Discharge Option Keyword 

MINIMUM, Discharge Option Keyword 

MODEL, Namelist 

MODELCON, Major Option Keyword 

Namelist, format 

Namelist, names 

Net pressure 

page 

6 

22,28 

10, 11 

6 

14 

24, ~1 

14 

13 

10, 11 

21 

22, 27 

13 

9, 10 

14 

19 

10, 11 

12 

14 

14 

21, 26 

30 

1 

7 
12 

24 

22, 28 

8-13 

21, 26 

14 . 

14 

10, 11 

9 

8 

9-11 

1 



N?'.,j 80D~, Keyword 

NE'li TIM~, Range Keyword 

OPERA, interactive program 

OU'I'ROX, in terac ti ve program 

48. 

Output analysis, step by step procedure 

Perspective 3D plots, presentation option 

Presentation options, summary 

Print-plot of data vs. time, presentation option 

Small ~1ap, presentation option 

Tabulation vs. time, presentation option 

TIM, extraction routine 

TIME, Namelist 

page 

13 
13 

16, 17 

25 

20 

25, 30 

19-20 

24 

23 

24 

23, 29 

10, 11 
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